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Prime internship in Osaka, Japan

In collaboration with BPOC, PRIME, NICT, ISID, & Japanese Friendship Garden
Project Overview

- Deployment of iBeacons on iOS platform
- Two main objectives
  - 1.) Port Android Haiku Hunt application written by Jesus Rios of PRIME 2013 onto iOS
  - 2.) Map user location using iBeacons
- Possible future uses:
  - Delivering data to users when they reach a certain location
  - Monitoring user location
Progress for This Week

- Got Haiku Hunt app finished. Need to polish up user interface to ensure uniform display across all iOS devices; will work on this gradually throughout the internship.

- Non-code related progress: logistics related matters (getting wi-fi set up in the house, getting a monthly train ticket, getting keycard access to VisLab, etc) was completed, thanks to many people like Takata-san, Kawamura-san, Shimojo-sensei, various assistant grad students of Shimojo-sensei.
Plans for Next Week

- Start on new project concerning mapping user location using iBeacons
- Possible starting point: write a basic single view iOS app that displays user location on a grid relative to iBeacons
Cultural Appreciation

Osaka Castle Museum
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